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          Product: PDFTron Android SDK

Product Version: 9.0.2

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

All the dialogs have white buttons with white text and I would like to know how to change them.

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

Whenever a dialog shows up, the buttons are white and have white text, making it unusable.  I would like to know how I can customize the buttons, as I did not find anything relevant in the documentation. I already tried to customize the AlertDialog in my styles.xml file but it did not work.

See the screenshot for additional information.
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Customize the viewer’s theme - Customize the viewer’s theme
	Open a document - Step 3: Customize the viewer - Customize the options toolbar
	Customizing thumbnail slider in Android - Appearance style - Customize slider colors
	Customizing document viewer slider in Android - Appearance style - Customize slider colors

APIs:	Com.pdftron.pdf.dialog.toolbarswitcher.button
	Com.pdftron.pdf.dialog.toolbarswitcher.dialog
	AnnotationFilterDialogFragment.Theme - hashCode

Forums:	Custom header tool bar
	Action bar overflow menu background color issues
	Can not change color when selected icon bottom bar in android platform
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          Hi,

For reference, you can check out our Android CustomUI sample here: https://github.com/PDFTron/pdftron-android-samples/tree/master/CustomUI . This sample includes customization for colors and themes, in addition to a number of other viewer options.
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